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On receiving this affluent the river turns
due east for about 100 miles, and then, after
receiving the Sob at from the southeast, it
flows almost due north to Khartum. It re-
ceives its last tributary, the Atbara, from
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the Abyssinian frontier. Between this point
and the frontiers of Egypt occur several
rapids or cataracts, presenting greater or
lesser obstacles to navigation. In Egypt, at
the^head of the Delta, near Cairo, the river
divides into two main branches, leading down
respectively to Eosetta and Damietta, where
they enter the Mediterranean.

At Flood Time. As rain scarcely ever falls
in the greater part of the valley of the Nile,
the river owes its supplies to the copious
rains and the vast lake areas of the tropical
regions in which it takes its rise, and its
volume thus depends upon the season. It
begins to increase in June, attains its greatest
height about September and then subsides
as gradually as it rose. The ordinary rise
at Cairo is about forty feet. During the
flood a great portion of the delta and of the
valley of Egypt is inundated. This annual
inundation, with all the rich soil which it
brings, is the chief reason for the fertility
of Egypt, and no doubt it was for this reason
that the Nile was worshiped as a god, alike
by Egyptians, Greeks and Bomans. Near
Assnan, just below the first cataract, the
 British government has built a great dam to
store water for irrigation.
The dotted lines in the accompanying- map
indicate the route of the Cape-to-Cairo
railway and its connections.
Related   Articles.    Consult    the    following
titles for additional information:
Assuan	Egypt
Cape-to-Cairo	Irrigation
Eailway
NILSSON, nil'sun, christine (1843-
1921), an operatic star very popular with
audiences of the latter part of the nineteenth
century. She was born in Sweden, where,
through the help of a wealthy man who be-
came interested in her, she received a good
musical education. In 1860 she made her
professional debut in opera in the city of
Stockholm, appearing four years later in
Paris in the role of Violetta (Traviata).
Her career thereafter was a succession of
triumphs, both in Europe and the United
States. Her voice was remarkably clear,
sweet and sympathetic, though less powerful
than that of Patti or Melba. Miss Nllsson
retired permanently from the stage at the
age of forty-four.
iNTIM'BUS a term applied in art, especially
in sacred art, to a halo surrounding the head,
in representations of divine or saintly sub-
jects. It was first used in Christian art in
the fifth century, and took various forms.
The nimbus in representations of God the
Father is triangular and has rays extending
in all directions; the nimbus in representa-
tions of Christ contains a cross more or less
enriched; that of the Virgin Mary consists of
a circlet of small stars, and that of angels
and saints, of a circle of small rays. When
the nimbus is of a square form it indicates
that the person was alive at the time of
delineation.
ITIMES, or NISMES, neem, france, an
important manufacturing city, capital of the
department of G-ard, 174 miles southwest of
Lyons. It has an ancient cathedral, an old
citadel and a number of striking public build-
ings. It is chiefly noted, however, for its
Eoman antiquities, which include a temple
ornamented with Corinthian columns, a huge
amphitheater and the famous aqueduct, Pont
du Gard, fourteen miles distant. A picture
of this aqueduct accompanies the article
aqueduct.
Mmes is the great center of Southern
France for trade in silks. The eity is sup-
posed to have been founded by a Greek
colony, and was for about 500 years in the

